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"The bigger the government, the smaller the citizen." Dennis Praeger (05-M Video) 
 

ACTIVE KILLER CORNER 

Maine, Lewiston. Aside from exaggerated rumors of different locations, number of murdered, and 
wounded in the errors in early reports, it now appears there were only two locations, 18 murdered and 
13 wounded. Exact details in each of the two locations may not be available before “press time”, 
however it seems safe that both locations had a minimum of four or more murdered or attempted 
murder, (wounded), satisfying that part of our Rapid Mass Murder© protocol. A W/M, 40, coward with 
Numerous Unstable or Troubling Symptoms©, recently fired, was a military trained firearm instructor 
with mental illness, hearing voices, threatened to shoot up his National Guard Base, and was 
committed to a mental health facility last summer for two weeks. Acquiring an AR type rifle with 
multiple loaded magazines, he invaded a bar and grille shooting people, then moving to a bowling alley 
to do the same, then flee, this was two separate and distinct crime scenes of Rapid Mass Murder©. A 
large manhunt ensued, 48 hours later, his body was found with a self-inflicted bullet wound. 

mailto:rbi0075@juno.com
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=qr638pCfPxs
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/31/us/maine-mass-shootings-warning-signs-tuesday/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/31/us/maine-mass-shootings-warning-signs-tuesday/index.html
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OUR TAKE? With obvious Numerous Unstable or Troubling Symptoms© (“NUTS”) reported, however, 
NOT acted upon, resulted in a large scale of unnecessary bloodshed. “Maine’s “yellow flag” law differs 
from so-called “red flag” laws. While both authorize firearms to be confiscated, Maine’s version must 
be instigated by police, as opposed to family or friends, and also requires a mental health evaluation 
from a medical professional before petitioning a judge to confiscate a person’s firearms”’. No law can 
work if not used and enforced, just as no firearm can work without an OUTSIDE FORCE activating 
the trigger. It is often a defective human that misuses firearms and causes tragedies NO FAULT can 
ever be placed on an inanimate object. Those that attempt to blame inanimate objects like a gun do 
not have an objective argument, they are attempting to force their own subjective opinion on others.    
 

Forethought is superior to afterthought; It is better to anticipate                                                                   
the enemy than to be anticipated by him (Niketas Choniates) 

  
 NEW DATA: CITIZENS STOP RMM 
 
It is important for us to recognize that given a level playing field, armed teachers and armed citizens 
can and have stopped or mitigated Rapid Mass Murder at a highly significant degree. From 
BuckeyeFirearms.org 090623 by Rob Morse sharing the statistical work of Professor John Lott in New 
data says you stopped mass murder most of the time. Off-Site Law enforcement is handicapped by late 
notification, time, and distance. LE is further handicapped when they delay entry to round-up a Posse 
when Single Officers Lifesaving Others has been the most successful Off-Site LE response. 
Selections: “… We live in a media-driven culture. We also have government agencies putting out biased 
reports that serve their political masters. It is rare that the media even questions the agency reports. 
That wouldn’t matter, but many of us confuse media headlines with facts... If an ordinary citizen stops 
mass-murder and the mainstream media refuses to report it, did it really happen?  According to the 
FBI, the answer is almost always “No!...” The murders occurred in the same place and at 
approximately the same time in order to distinguish a mass-murderer from a serial killer… We now 
recognize two broad classes of mass-murderers. Some are nihilists who hate the world. Others are 
narcissists who murder for fame. The frequency of murderous crazy people has increased slowly, 
if at all. We are seeing more narcissists who witness the 24-7 media-culture and ache to be 
recognized…  
 
… They are willing to die to be famous…. The FBI only recognized 14 cases where a citizen who 
was not an on-duty law enforcement officer or a security guard stopped the attack. Fortunately for us, 
economist Dr. John Lott decided to dig a little deeper. The TRUTH that Dr. Lott uncovered should 
profoundly change the discussion about public violence. Lott found examples of attempted mass-
murders that the FBI either missed or ignored. According to his research, ordinary citizens 
stopped mass-murder 157 times, or 35.7% of the time... We can’t expect ordinary citizens to 
defend the public when those ordinary citizens are disarmed by law. Dr. Lott looked to see if the 
attack occurred in a so called “gun-free zone”. Two remarkable things leap out when you bother to 
ask that question. First, Lott found that mass-murderers attacked “gun-free zones” about 98% of 
the time. No wonder honest citizens didn’t stop these murderers. Law abiding gun owners were 
disarmed by a plastic sign that the murderers walked right past…. The high body count was because 
none of the victims had any tool at all to defend themselves. Politicians and corporate risk 
managers created an environment full of disarmed victims”. 
 
RMM: REALITY TRUTH 
 
Another really good article by Rob Morse. from BuckeyeFirearms.org 092023 Our readers may note 
that we have addressed some of these points for years, however as a researcher with a fresh outlook 

https://rhodeislandcurrent.com/2023/10/27/expert-argues-maines-yellow-flag-law-could-have-stopped-the-suspect-in-lewiston-mass-shooting/
https://www.dictionary.com/browse/defective
https://www.merriam-webster.com/dictionary/objective
https://www.masterclass.com/articles/subjective-vs-objective-information-explained
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Niketas_Choniates
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/new-data-says-you-stopped-mass-murder-most-time
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/new-data-says-you-stopped-mass-murder-most-time
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and entertaining writer, Morse has organized much into a single article that is MUST READ information 
for those interested in countermeasures for Rapid Mass Murder. Is good news about public violence 
even a thing?   Only mere selections here: “We learned how to stop mass-murder in several ways we’ve 
done it, so we are talking about actual practice rather than mere theory talk about what really happens 
I’ve studied public violence for a decade, and there is real hope to stop mass-murderers. The 
truth is that mass-murder is hard, and ordinary citizens stop mass-murderers most of the time. 
That is fairly obvious if we’re willing to look at it for a minute. Remember one of the times you walked 
into a group of your friends and shouted hello. We thought we saw everyone, but we really didn’t. A 
friend we didn’t see slaps us on the shoulder and asks how we’ve been. We were looking at the group 
so we never noticed our friend come up behind us. We don’t see everything. As soon as we look at 
one thing, we become blind to the rest of the world around us. That common experience explains 
why we kill mass murderers time after time. To put it in simple terms, they don’t see us and we shoot 
them. Being shot at makes the attacker feel deeply vulnerable. Usually, they run away. This wasn’t 
the violence they had imagined and they usually take their own life. The fact is that mass-murderers 
are vulnerable…… 
  
… Where ordinary citizens were allowed to be armed, we stopped attempted mass-murderers 
almost two-thirds of the time. That also had a drastic effect on the number of people who were injured 

or killed. Ordinary citizens like you saved over a thousand lives. It is clear that stopping the 
murderer means that more innocent people aren’t getting shot. It also means we can move the people 
who were injured to safety and we can quickly start life-saving treatment by stopping the 
bleeding There are fewer victims to treat, so each victim gets more attention, and the victims 
are in better condition when EMTs first reach them. None of that happens while we wait another 15 
minutes for the police to arrive. It turns out that the murderer wasn’t so deadly because he had some 
Hollywood super weapon. Mass-murderers hunt us in gun-free-zones. The murderer was deadly 
because he could kill at will without someone to stop him. Millions of us go armed every day, but 
we obeyed the rules and left our guns outside. The mass-murderer didn’t. I’m sure that some of you 
can see the answers already: The personal solution is easy: Make sure that someone can shoot 
back; we’ve never had a school attacked where they had a public program of armed school 
staff; The legal’ solution is simple. Make property owners responsible when they disarm the 
people who obey the law. If you stop me from protecting my family, then you become responsible for 
their safety; The media solution is easy as well. Stop giving mass-murderers a multi-million-dollar 
publicity campaign! All that might sound simple, but the political solution is harder. We have to ignore 
quack cures that have failed in the past”. 
 
SECOND PUBLISHED: PRECIOUS FOREKNOWLEDGE  
 

As a public service, getting “Precious Foreknowledge” into the right hands of a larger audience of those 
most affected, (teachers, school staff, parents, church leaders, staff, parishioners, workplace 
owners, staff, workforce, Etc.). This article, originally published by BuckeyeFirearms.org in January 
2022, has been updated with photos by ActiveResponseTraining.net, friend and publisher/trainer Greg 
Ellifritz. Precious Foreknowledge to Recognize Threats. Those of you that would like to help by 

sharing the link to assist the unenlightened with lifesaving “Left of Bang” advice would be most 
appreciated. “Through frequent and realistic training, we can learn to use the power of recognition to 
respond more efficiently during a dynamic critical incident”. Rob Pincus: The Warrior Expert Theory 
(04-M Video)                                             
      
 
 
 

https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/is-good-news-about-public-violence-possible
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/is-good-news-about-public-violence-possible
https://www.activeresponsetraining.net/
https://www.activeresponsetraining.net/precious-foreknowledge-to-recognize-threats?
https://www.police1.com/officer-safety/articles/getting-left-of-bang-the-next-level-of-tactical-awareness-weFrGYNy50cZwdPd/
https://www.personaldefensenetwork.com/video/warrior-expert-theory-learn-to-use-the-power-of-recognition-011627/
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SHOTS FIRED CORNER 

Minnesota, Foley, from AP.com 101223 by Mark VanCleve and Steve Karnowski via a lead by one of 
our Ret/CoP readers. Five officers shot in Minnesota confrontation, Selections: “… Five drug task force 
officers tried to serve a search warrant at a property in rural Minnesota… officers announced their 
arrival at a home in Glendorado Township around 7 a.m. and immediately came under fire. … they 
returned fire and retreated. The officers’ injuries were not life-threatening, the armed occupant , W/M, 
64, was taken into custody around 10:45 a.m. after several hours of negotiations… he was already 
known to law enforcement in the area and police said he was not surprised by the shooting”. 

ROOT CAUSE: MURDER/ATTEMPTS 
 
The plunge of a knife; the swing of a hammer; the down stroke of a club; non-stop knuckles; swift shod-
foot kicks to the head; the pull of a trigger, are all generic examples of a criminal human motivated for 
murder. Legitimate self-defense is of course a right and murder a criminal event. The root cause is 
and always was human-caused. The correct thing to do would be addressing the human factor, 
be it mental illness, or purely evil criminality. Instead, we have wrong-headed politicians and or media 
that would attack guns and honest law-abiding gun owners in an attempt to deprive them of both the 
right of self-defense to a growing violent crime problem, and the Constitutional right to keep and bear 
arms. Those politicians and media appear to be more on the side of criminals and those that would 
disarm America, (communists, Marxists, socialists, etc.,). 
 
 

Nothing is more shameful to a civilized nation than to allow itself to be Governed by an 
clique of sovereigns who have given themselves over to dark urges and that without 

resisting.      Hans Scholl & Sophie Scholl, (White Rose Leaflet #1, 1942) 
 

DEFENDING YOURSELF 
 
From PersonalDefenseNetwork.com 092423 by Klint Macro Defending Yourself From Criminals and 
Elected Officials Summary of categories: “… DEFENSIVE CONCEPTS AND PRINCIPLES; WARRIOR 
EXPERT THEORY; EXERCISE AND FITNESS; DENIAL KILLS YOU TWICE; SITUATIONAL 
AWARENESS; ACTION IS FASTER THAN REACTION; VERBAL CHALLENGES; BALLISTIC 
COMMUNICATIONS; PREDATORS SEEK EASY VICTIMS AND NO WITNESSES; PRACTICE 
RETENTION TECHNIQUES; COORDINATED DEFENSIVE TACTICS; THE FOURTH CHECK AND 
BALANCE… Being a “responsibly armed American-family first responder” requires us to be “well 
regulated” with our particular tools of self-defense, but we must also be prepared to face, accept, and 
survive the financial, legal, emotional, and moral aftermaths that will most likely come if we are ever 
involved in a dynamic critical incident. Dismissing the possibility of contemporary elected officials 
limiting, restricting, or abolishing our ability to defend ourselves and those we love, or banning 
the tools by which we choose to do that, is as short sighted as denying that evil people do bad 
things to good people. Become informed and educated as to how government works, how legislation 
is written and passed, and what elected officials can and cannot do in regard to the powers of their 
governance. This government “of the people, by the people, and for the people” is not set up so that 
the law-abiding citizens serve the government … it is the other way around. A well-educated and 
informed citizenry promotes adherence to the framework by which this country was built. An educated 
and armed citizenry is the fourth check and balance in our constitutional republic. It is an honorable 
station. Act accordingly”. 

 
 
 

https://abcnews.go.com/US/wireStory/officers-shot-wounded-minnesota-authorities-103926730
https://www.personaldefensenetwork.com/a
https://www.personaldefensenetwork.com/a
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TACTICS 
 
From Police1 091123 by Warren Wilson. Kyle Dinkheller's sacrifice: How the tragic 1998 incident 
continues to shape law enforcement training and tactics. “My Story: Dinkheller” – gives officers of all 
experience levels a chance to learn from this past event. Selections: “… January 12, 1998, is the 
day Kyle Dinkheller gave his life and, in doing so, saved countless other cops’ lives. The lessons 
learned from this tragedy have benefited law enforcement training for the past quarter-century and will 
continue to do so in perpetuity. Category titles: “… THE EVENTS OF THAT DAY; BACKGROUND; 
LEARNING POINTS; MINDSET; STRESS INOCULATION = RESILIENCY; TACTICS; FORCE; 
EQUIPMENT; TRAFFIC STOP TACTICS; “DINKHELLER” AND VIRTRA. After reviewing the 
program and all branches of the VirTra “Dinkheller” program, we have another tool to prepare our folks 
for the increasing dangers they face. We have used this incident, not as a critique, but as an 
immeasurably expensive learning tool. We should thank VirTra for taking on this difficult project and 
passing it on to us as a no-cost update. But mostly, we should be thankful for Kyle Dinkheller”. For 
more information on the "Dinkheller" curriculum, click here. About the author Warren Wilson is a 
captain, training commander and rangemaster with the Enid Police Department in Oklahoma. He is a 
former SWAT team leader, current firearms instructor and writer. He has been a full-time law 
enforcement officer since 1996”. 

 
OUR TAKE? At my former agency as rangemaster, decades ago, we had been using the original 
Dinkheller video for years as a powerful tool, part of new officer off-range firearms training. In a sit-
down relaxed atmosphere, the individual officer would declare “Stop” at the earliest point in the video 
when he identified a danger clue and described what he would do differently. The video would then 
continue to the next stop declaration The process gave us insight into the new recruit’s thought process 
while allowing us to offer appropriate feed-back guidance where necessary. This gave us a uniform 
process into part of our deadly force training. While the frequency of stops, explanations and continuing 
restarts varied between recruits as the video progressed, we felt our improvisation was a positive 
training step. 
 
BIDEN ADMIN TERRORIZES GUN OWNERS                                     
 
From BuckeyeFirearms.org 091223 by NRA/ILA. Biden Administration continues to terrorize gun 
owners. Selections: “… In the legal world there is a Latin term in terrorem. The term is used to 
describe actions designed to intimidate or terrorize someone into a certain course of conduct, often in 
cases where the actual legal ability or willingness to demand that course of conduct are dubious. In 
short, rule through fear rather than legitimacy or the law. In terrorem is an apt descriptor for the 
Biden administration’s notice of proposed rulemaking misinterpreting the statutory definition of 
“engaged in the business” of dealing firearms. The draft rule appears designed to give the public 
the misimpression that private individuals are no longer permitted to sell personal firearms without 
obtaining a Federal Firearms License (FFL or gun dealer license) or conducting the transaction through 
an FFL. Further, the way Biden’s Department of Justice constructed the draft rule suggests that 
the administration understands the limits of their authority but would still like to mislead the 
public into foregoing what should be lawful Second Amendment conduct… Despite erroneous 
claims about the purported popularity of so-called “universal” background checks, the 
American people have repeatedly rejected efforts to criminalize private firearm transfers 
through their elected representatives. Stymied by democracy, anti-gun forces turned their attention 
perverting the statutory definition of “engaged in the business.”,,,                                                                                                        
… the Biden administration would use this small change as an opening to pervert the statute. 
These policymakers’ refusal to understand this threat was even more disappointing given Biden’s 
repeated weaponization of the executive branch against his political enemies and flagrant 

https://www.personaldefensenetwork.com/a
https://www.police1.com/officer-safety/articles/dinkheller-documentary-tells-the-real-story-V6F0G0Qg47ySGVbp/
https://go.lexipol.com/?target=lnk_v5nNhaE6CXi4RgSc
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/bide
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/bide
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/bide
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/bide
https://www.buckeyefirearms.org/bide
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misinterpretations of federal law, as determined by the U.S. Supreme Court.... In other words, 
DOJ will try to use these presumptions in already dubious executive agency proceedings but won’t try 
to take these bogus presumptions into an actual courtroom. A cynic could be forgiven for thinking the 
entire exercise was designed to terrorize law-abiding gun owners out of engaging in what should 
be lawful conduct, while avoiding judicial scrutiny. The classified ad and gun show presumptions 
are even more absurd in historical context. As noted, the American people through their elected 
representatives have repeatedly rejected efforts to criminalize private firearm transfers. Moreover, the 
Congress has explicitly rejected limitations on private firearm transfers pursuant to classified 
ads and gun shows. President Joe Biden should know this. In late 2012, President Barack Obama 
tasked then-Vice President Biden with shepherding gun control legislation through Congress. The chief 
result of this effort was the Manchin-Toomey amendment... Congress rejected the Manchin-Toomey 
proposal… So, if Congress ever intends to ban private firearm transfers pursuant to ads and gun shows, 
it has demonstrated that it knows how to do it. Given this clear legislative history, it’s no wonder DOJ 
doesn’t want to test its inventive statutory interpretation in the criminal courts”. Also see Biden ATF 
declares war on Second Amendment, sidesteps Congress with 'universal' background check rule.  
 
GUN GRABBERS ON WHITE HOUSE PAYROLL 
 
As part of his unmeritorious and un-American appointments, POTUS Biden has again arranged for an 
unconstitutional rabid anti-gun activist to be in charge of the ATF. From CCRKBA.org 092023 by Alan  
Gottlieb CCRKBA CHAIR ‘APPALLED’ GUN GRABBERS WILL BE ON WHITE HOUSE PAYROLL 
Selections: “… The announcement that President Joe Biden will launch a White House “Office of Gun 
Violence Prevention” LED BY GUN CONTROL PROPONENTS brought a scathing reaction from the 
head of one of the nation’s top grassroots gun rights organizations. Alan Gottlieb, chairman of the 
650,000-member Citizens Committee for the Right to Keep and Bear Arms, was quick to respond. “I 
am appalled that Joe Biden is putting the gun prohibition lobby on the White House payroll,” Gottlieb 
said. “I know that many pro-gun rights members of Congress are working on legislation to prohibit 
funding for this obnoxious scheme. “I wonder,” he mused, “how much of their time will be spent keeping 
guns out of Hunter Biden’s hands now that he has been indicted on gun charges?”… Reports in the 
national media say the effort will involve White House Staff Secretary Stefanie Feldman, who is 
described as “a longtime Biden aide with expertise on firearms issues.” Also reportedly on board are 
other gun control proponents including Greg Jackson, executive director of the Community Justice 
Action Fund, and Rob Wilcox, senior director for federal government affairs at Everytown for Gun 
Safety, according to a story in the Washington Post…” 
 
BIDEN WRONG AGAIN! 

Our president has been wrong about so many things so many times that one has to wonder “Is he for 
us, or against us? Is it happenstance, coincidence, or enemy action?... As Robert Gates, former 
defense secretary in the Obama administration, once put it, “Biden has “been wrong on nearly every 
major foreign policy and national security issue over the past four decades.”… … “Don’t underestimate 
Joe’s ability to f–k things up.” said POTUS 46 Obama. “There is no legitimate claim the former president 
was wrong about his vice president. The evidence that he was on target is everywhere, from the 
border to the economy to the crime explosion on Biden’s watch”… Something that can be 
documented by government records and statistics would be difficult to ignore, however, the Biden 
administration has done exactly that, formulating a documented ass-backwards whopper of a LIE to 
the American public. “Based on hate crime victimization rates and the fact that Jews are so 
disproportionately targeted in hate crimes compared to blacks and Muslims, is it fair to say that hate 
crimes against Jews are routinely under-reported by the media relative to the reporting of hate crimes 
against blacks and Muslims?... Obviously, since more than half (60.2%) of the anti-religious hate crimes 
in 2019 were against Jews, there were more anti-religious hate crimes against Jews (1,032) than 
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https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/aug/16/biden-has-been-wrong-on-every-major-foreign-policy/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/aug/16/biden-has-been-wrong-on-every-major-foreign-policy/
https://nypost.com/2023/07/11/barack-obama-was-right-to-be-wary-of-joe-bidens-ability-to-f-k-things-up/
https://nypost.com/2023/07/11/barack-obama-was-right-to-be-wary-of-joe-bidens-ability-to-f-k-things-up/
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incidents of hate crimes against ALL OTHER RELIGIOUS GROUPS COMBINED (683)”… “White 
House slammed for ‘tone deaf’ unveiling of anti-Islamophobia strategy as antisemitism surges. The 
Biden administration faced backlash Wednesday after announcing that it would develop “the first 
ever US National Strategy to Counter Islamophobia” in the US amid rising levels of antisemitism… 
“According to the [FBI] director, Jews make up 2.4% of the US population but are the targets of 60% 
of hate crimes… This is why it is apparently important to fight Islamophobia according to the White 
House…” (??) When your own government intentionally feeds its citizens misinformation, propaganda  
and favors the side that hates Jews, it is time to remove those that deceive. 

 
INCENTIVIZING CRIME? 
 
Why Americans Are Buying Guns from PragerU 090522 05-Min Video “In the aftermath of every mass 
shooting, we hear calls for: commonsense gun control. But how do you determine which gun laws 
are common sense? Jason Riley, senior fellow at the Manhattan Institute explores this question”. 
 
ANOTHER 2nd AMENDMENT WIN 
 
In this day-and-age when wrong-way POTUS Joe is trying to outlaw your inanimate objects and or 
criminalize you for owning them, he gains ground by another unmeritorious appointment of an anti-2nd 
amendment and anti-gun activist as director of the ATF. Fortunately for us, there are constitutional 

patriots, lawyers, judges and legislatures that resist wrong doing. The logic “Guns don’t kill people, 
persons with bad intentions kill people” is absolutely true with the qualification, of course guns 
and a variety of other inanimate objects misused can kill. Objectively however, inanimate objects 
lack the ability to intend, decide, think or even act on their own without an outside force, 
commonly a human, to activate it. ‘IT IS EXCLUSIVELY the person with a weapon that brings 
the danger’. To resist the mistake of barking up the wrong tree, our logical target then should be to 
identify potential humans likely to harm others such as profiled in Precious Foreknowledge to 
Recognize Threats. That article is specific to and addresses only random actors that commit Rapid 
Mass Murder© and excludes the far more common and frequent black and brown criminal gang 
shoot-outs and drive by shootings. Still, some data there may apply partially to criminal gangs.   
 
A good news example of a 2nd Amendment win is from SAF.org  092223 by SAF founder and Executive 
Vice President Alan M. Gottlieb. SAF CHEERS RULING OVERTURNING CAL. MAG BAN; WILL 

AFFECT OTHER STATES.  Selection: “ U.S. District Judge Roger Benitez handed down the 71-page 
ruling, noting in his decision, Removable firearm magazines of all sizes are necessary components 
of semiautomatic firearms. Therefore, magazines come within the text of the constitutional 
declaration that the right to keep and bear arms shall not be infringed. Because millions of 
removable firearm magazines able to hold between 10 and 30 rounds are commonly owned by law-
abiding citizens for lawful purposes, including self-defense, and because they are reasonably 
related to service in the militia, the magazines are presumptively within the protection of the Second 
Amendment. There is no American history or tradition of regulating firearms based on the number of 
rounds they can shoot, or of regulating the amount of ammunition that can be kept and carried”.  
 
EDGED WEAPON CORNER 
 
ROOSEVELT ISLAND INCIDENT 
 
New York Incident on Roosevelt Island from NY/AG (undated) 05-M Video from four officers Body-
Cams. Summary: “A domestic requiring several officers and a riot shield on the apartments 7th floor 
begins outside the up-elevator, suddenly, a W/M. 21, large knife wielding assassin stabs one officer in 

https://nypost.com/2023/11/02/news/white-house-slammed-for-unveiling-anti-islamophobia-strategy-as-antisemitism-surges/
https://www.prageru.com/video/why-americans-are-buying-guns
https://www.activeresponsetraining.net/precious-foreknowledge-to-recognize-threats
https://www.activeresponsetraining.net/precious-foreknowledge-to-recognize-threats
https://saf.org/saf-cheers-ruling-overturning-cal-mag-ban-will-affect-other-states/
https://saf.org/saf-cheers-ruling-overturning-cal-mag-ban-will-affect-other-states/
https://www.officer.com/on-the-street/body-cameras/video/53072023/bodycam-shows-mans-frightening-knife-attack-on-nypd-officers
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the back, (saved by his vest?) and lunged toward the officers cornered in the elevator, resulting in a 

justifiable fatal fusillade of gunfire from officers putting the back stabbing male down, still, he would not 

follow officer’s commands to “Drop the knife”!... waving the knife as he lay on the floor”, earning more 
appropriate gunfire.  
 
RIOT CORNER 
 
FED AGENT PROVOCATEURS JAN 6! 
 
For those of you that followed the Jan 6 video-visible facts, including video footage you were NOT 
were supposed to see, (thankfully revealed by Tucker Carlson), here is a bit of follow-up disclosing 
your suspicions were correct including both 13-M video and transcript. From GlennBeck.com 092123 
by Glenn Beck Stop thinking about the Roman Empire. Do This instead. “Apparently, men think about 
the Roman Empire a lot often in a positive light. But that's NOT the solution, Glenn warns. We don't 
need a Caesar to fix our problems. We need to start standing for the Constitution again. Glenn 
reviews some of the insane news of the day, from Attorney General Merrick Garland's infuriating 
Congressional testimony to the Biden administration's decision to go after a German family who fled to 
America for religious freedom. "I'm not sure I know how to help anymore," Glenn says. "The hour is 

growing very, very late." But there is hope. Conservatives just need to get their act together”. 
 
FELONY FLASH LOOTERS 
 

Once again we see the criminal element using the poorest excuse for “Party-Looting” under false cover 
of alleged anguish for a justified police action to a fellow criminal. From WGAL8 092723 by Katelyn 
Smith, Anchor via a lead from one of our Ret/CoP readers. More than 100 people loot stores in 

Philadelphia. Selections: “… police said they made 15 to 20 arrests after large crowds of young people, 

mostly black teenagers in hoodies looted stores in Center City… people in the crowds, wearing 
masks, were breaking into stores and stealing whatever they could. Stores such as Lululemon, 

Footlocker and the Apple Store were looted. The camera then points to an iPhone in the woman’s hand, 

and she screams, "They’re tracking us. Burn your iPhones." A little while later, people are seen throwing 
the "free iPhones" to the ground, slamming them one at a time as the alarms continued to sound on 

the stolen merchandise, which appeared to have been disabled. "So just plain destruction in the end 
" Police said they also recovered two guns and added that the looting had nothing to do with the 
peaceful protest that took place earlier. That protest happened after charges were dismissed against a 
police officer who shot and killed a man in August. Those doing the ransacking were not affiliated 
with the protest HUNDREDS OF BUSINESSES TO GO ON STRIKE OVER RAMPANT VIOLENT 
CRIME PLAGUING CALIFORNIA CITY”. Also see Democrats’ smash-and-grab politics from 

WashingtonTimes.com 120121 by  Tammy Bruce (and Party Looting Video)                                                                                                 
Democrats' smash-and-grab politics - Washington Times. 

   
OUR TAKE? These organized criminal opportunists scatter like cockroaches, rats or animals after their 
strongarm robbery has grabbed the goods. They have no empathy for store owners, anyone in their 
way, nor could they name the individual, state and city where the criminal thug they may plead was 
wrongfully shot by police. Absolutely no protest action, its pure organized criminal greed. Could the 
RICO Act be relevant here for criminal conspiracy? Unreported demographics of looters? Largely 
younger black and brown criminals if you can believe your own eyes! The evil MO of felony flash looting 
will continue so long as they are successful, until store owners and or law enforcement develop 
appropriate countermeasures. Task forces will of course need outside-the-box strategy thinking. Store 
owners at risk will need legal advice as to just what actions they can take. We all need to understand 

why one prefers to NOT witness the “making of sausages”. So too would it be true for 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=WlH0klcvZX8
https://www.wgal.com/article/philadelphia-stores-looted/45336066
https://www.wgal.com/article/philadelphia-stores-looted/45336066
https://www.cbsnews.com/sanfrancisco/news/over-200-businesses-close-up-shop-for-strike-over-rampant-oakland-crime/
https://www.cbsnews.com/sanfrancisco/news/over-200-businesses-close-up-shop-for-strike-over-rampant-oakland-crime/
https://www.washingtontimes.com/staff/tammy-bruce/
https://nypost.com/2020/06/03/de-blasio-downplays-looting-in-nyc-despite-viral-video/?utm_source=zergnet.com&utm_medium=referral&utm_campaign=zergnet_5290075
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/dec/1/democrats-smash-and-grab-politics/
https://www.nytimes.com/2010/12/05/weekinreview/05pear.html
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countermeasures to riotous felony flash looting, as effective countermeasures may not be pretty or 
pleasing to everyone! 
 
LAW ABIDING LEFT DEFENSELESS? 
 
New Mexico, Albuquerque, from APnews.com 090923 by Morgan Lee. Selection: “… Governor 
Michelle Lujan Grisham on Friday issued an emergency order suspending the right to carry firearms in 
public across Albuquerque and the surrounding county for at least 30 days in response to a spate of 
gun violence. The Democratic governor said she expects legal challenges but was compelled to act 
because of recent shootings 
 
FACT CHECKERS 
 
From CitizensForFreeSpeech.org 091423 by Kimberly Miller. Fact checking the fact-checkers. 
Selection: “The term "fact-checker" has become a euphemism for those designated as arbiters of truth 
and assumes the general population needs help sorting fact from fiction. However, personal 
responsibility in discerning facts is essential since fact-checkers themselves can be biased, overlook 
falsehoods, and promote a false sense of certainty. Personal responsibility means not only verifying a 
fact but also understanding the context and questioning the credibility of those doing the "fact-
checking..." 

COMMUNIST MANIFESTO OR DEMOCRATIC PLATFORM? 
 
From the DailyWire.com 011018 03-M Video. A brief, cute man-in-the-street interview. Test yourself! 
Eerily, the questions and answers might seem easy, however expect to be surprised: Can people tell 
the difference between the Communist Manifesto and the Democratic platform? Ami Horowitz 
investigates in this man-on-the-street interview series Ditto from The Washington Times 050223 
opinion by Cheryl K. Chumley: “Election season dawns and with that, the normal political showdowns 
of Republican versus Democrat. But check the party platforms. Whereas Republicans talk 
Constitution and freedom and American values, Democrats talk ‘fairer’ economies, universal health 
care, justice system reforms and the like. Democrats talk the Communist Party USA talk. 

Democrats walk the Socialist Party USA walk. Also from Stream.org 030723 by Mark Judge: The 
Marxist Takeover of the Democratic Party: Saul Alinsky is the Democratic party. That leftist community 
organizer has long been an influence on the Democrats, but now his philosophy forms the heart and 
soul of the party. Alinsky is famous for his book Rules for Radicals which has an acknowledgement 

to Lucifer as a rebel “who at least won his own kingdom.” Alinsky died in 1972, but his poisonous 
ideas are finally coming to full flower…” 
                                                          
PLOT TO CONTROL YOUR KIDS 
 
From Glenn Beck | Glenn TV | Ep 305 092023 48-M Video Parental Advisory: The Explicit Plot to 

Control Your Kids Selections: “…Our basic rights are under attack, and parents face a terrifying 
question: Who gets to raise children you or the government? Glenn highlights an alarming new law in 

California that wants to FORCE parents to affirm children’s gender dysphoria  or ELSE. This 
overrides decades of Supreme Court precedents for the protection of parental rights. For many of our 

elected officials, the Constitution only seems to matter depending on the context. This Pandora’s box 
was cracked open by the worst American leaders during the 2020 pandemic. Now some of them are 
apparently longing for the good old days when they tried to play God with your unalienable rights. 

The New Mexico governor’s gun ban is just one of several stunning recent assaults on the First and 
Second Amendments. What are law-abiding Americans supposed to do when elected left-wing officials 

https://apnews.com/article/albuquerque-guns-governor-c
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.citizensforfreespeech.org/fact_chec
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAXVZGog2DY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SAXVZGog2DY
https://stream.org/the-marxist-takeover-the-democratic-party-and-americas-abortion-gulag/
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5zEAUffjzo
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5zEAUffjzo
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act as if the Constitution is optional at best and irrelevant at worst? These attacks from the Left 

are relentless. Resistance must be just as relentless”.  
 
PARENTS FORCED TO AFFIRM?    
 
From GlennBeck.com 092223 by Glenn Beck (Use LINK for 16-M Video). What just passed in California 

is coming for ALL KIDS across the nation: “Parental rights are under attack like never before. Take 
California, which just passed a bill that would FORCE judges in child custody hearings to consider 
whether a parent supports a kid's "gender transition" which is probably the most life-altering and 
permanent thing they can do to themselves. But what just passed in California is coming for ALL 
KIDS across the nation. Glenn discusses how the White House is also pushing the agenda of "affirming 
your child's identity," in the name of health and safety, of course. He also reviews how California's 
extreme progressive laws are often picked up by other states and how similar policies in Canada have 
led to the jailing of parents. "This new law should alarm and disgust EVERYONE in America for the 
way it will let the state override private parenting decisions," Glenn says. It's time to ask, who gets to 

raise children “you or the government”? 
 
ALL-VOLUNTEER MILITARY IS DYING? 
 
From WashingtonPost.com 092123 Opinion by Mark T. Esper, former Defense Secretary. The all-
volunteer force is dying. Here’s how to save it. Selections: “… America’s all-volunteer force is slowly 
dying. And unless we take action soon to reverse the trend, we are putting our nation’s future 
security at risk. This year, the all-volunteer force’s 50th, has been another tough one for military 
recruiting. The largest services will all miss their recruiting targets… Experts point to a variety of 
reasons, such as insufficient pay and benefits, a difficult work-life balance, fear of personal harm, and 
a relatively good job market. Some on the right say military “wokeness” is the problem; some on the 
left blame sexual assault and discrimination in the ranks. Military professionals tell me all these 
factors are at play. But even if these issues were “fixed,” the all-volunteer force’s long-term decline 
would continue. The fact is, the pool of Americans ages 17 to 24 who are qualified and interested in 
serving continues to shrink… It’s hard to believe that a nation of 333 million people can’t produce a 
larger pool. The numbers are all heading in the wrong direction, driven by broader cultural and 
lifestyle trends and a society unfamiliar with the 0.5 percent of their fellow citizens who defend 
them… The scope and scale of these trends are beyond the means of the Pentagon alone to remedy. 
Given the consequences, this is a challenge to our national security that must be addressed at the 
highest levels…  
 
… The White House and Congress need to work together to reverse the slide. They should begin by 
setting up a bipartisan commission of esteemed leaders, much as was done in 1969 to create the all-
volunteer force — but this time, the mission would be to save it... should look at ways to improve the 
health and fitness of the nation’s youths, from resurrecting the long-abandoned Presidential Fitness 
Test to ensuring that physical education classes are part of every student’s daily schedule… The 
Armed Services Vocational Aptitude Battery, the military’s enlistment test for academic eligibility, 
should be overhauled to ensure that it’s appropriate to the occupational specialties the military needs 
and that young people are allowed more time, tools and attempts to pass it… JROTC, a proven 
program that not only helps teenagers develop important life skills but also familiarizes them with the 
military, should be expanded nationally with its own funding to ensure better geographic representation 
and opportunity for all…  Congress must once and for all give military recruiters the same access 
to U.S. high schools that colleges and prospective employers enjoy… Our elected leaders must 
also educate and inspire our youths by addressing their concerns and misconceptions, extolling the 
virtues of military duty and discussing the benefits and opportunities that come with service. 
They should also seek the assistance of sports figures, entertainers and others who exert influence 

https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/what-passed-in-california-is-coming-for-kids-across-the-nation
https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/what-passed-in-california-is-coming-for-kids-across-the-nation
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/09/21/military-all-volunteer-force-mark-esper/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/09/21/military-all-volunteer-force-mark-esper/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/02/13/army-draft-volunteer-national-service/?itid=lk_inline_manual_3
https://abcnews.go.com/Politics/military-struggling-find-troops-fewer-young-americans-serve/story?id=86067103
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/mg265rc.11
https://www.jstor.org/stable/10.7249/mg265rc.11
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/02/07/concern-about-body-shaming-non-binary-students-prompts-california-rethink-school-fitness-tests/?itid=lk_inline_manual_18
https://www.washingtonpost.com/nation/2020/02/07/concern-about-body-shaming-non-binary-students-prompts-california-rethink-school-fitness-tests/?itid=lk_inline_manual_18
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over young Americans to help promote these messages. With threats from China and elsewhere 
growing, we cannot ignore this issue. Most solutions will take years to bear fruit. But IF WE ARE 
TO DETER WAR, BE VICTORIOUS IF IT COMES AND SAFEGUARD OUR DEMOCRACY, we will 
need to maintain a sizable high-quality force of volunteers. That means today’s leaders must act now 
to entice the next great generation of Americans to serve”. 
 
ACTIVIST ARMY? 
 

From Politico.com  080623 by Edward-Isaac Dovere. Obama’s army takes on Trump Similar to Barach 
Hussain Obama POTUS 44, it appears his ideas and controlling an army of 30,000 activists has 
reemerged anew with POTUS 46 Biden. Wanted: 20,000 Young Americans to Fight Climate 
Change. Also see NewYorkTimes.com 092023 by Lisa Friedman’s article.                                  
                    
ETERNAL VIGILANCE 
 

"Imagination is more important than knowledge. For knowledge is limited, whereas                         
imagination embraces the entire world, stimulating progress, giving birth to evolution."                                             

-Albert Einstein, What Life Means to Einstein (1924) 
 
USA BORDER INVASION 
 
It is no secret that the overwhelming invasion of our southern Mexican border is and has been allowed 
to get completely out of control. In an abuse of presidential emergency powers, POTUS Biden 
created the invasion problem, “The Gene is out of the bottle”, making any possible solution much harder 
to solve. The unvetted, unvaccinated and diseased alien criminals, terrorists and potential sleeper 
cell agents. are being both flown and bussed at taxpayer expense in the dark of night to avoid 
transparency and distributed all throughout America without the knowledge or permission of 
governors, mayors or residents. The presidential oath of office to protect citizens and enforce the 
sovereignty of our borders is being violated. The motive? Apparently and evilly, to eventually gain 
new democratic voters for a forever democratic, one-party dynasty…  
 
… Worse are the getaways, including 160 different countries,  probable agent provocateur’s enemies 
on the No-Fly list, etc. By now most who pay attention are aware that antisemitic Palestinian Islamists 
in the Gaza strip attacked Israel by air, land and sea, in a Hitleresque Blitzkrieg surprise attack, 
intentionally targeting innocent men women and children for both murder and hostages. Our chief 
researcher Don Boal shared an MP4 (No Link), video showing dozens of cars on a highway riddled 
with bullets and the innocent occupants finished off one by one. These bloodthirsty Jew hating Islamist 
savages will be hunted down and punished. Unfortunately, these cowards hide in and behind civilian 
locations.  We mention this in connection with our own but silent border invasion as the myriad of illegal 
aliens undoubtedly includes Islamist assassins, spies, agent provocateurs, criminal Mexican 
drug cartel members, and even worse, whose aims would and could destroy America from 
within. Potential sleeper cells in America are being reinforced by new sleeper agents. Whose side is 
Biden on? NOT American Citizens! 
 
GAZA PALESTINIANS HATE HAMAS? 

From CNN.com 101723 Opinion by Yasmine Mohammed. Many Palestinians in Gaza hate Hamas. My 
father certainly did. “When my father, who was born and raised in Gaza, was still alive, he often 
spoke out against Hamas, calling it the ugly face of the Palestinian struggle everywhere. Since 
Hamas’ attack on Israel, as I have read post after post on social media referring to Hamas 

https://www.politico.com/story/2017/08/06/obama-trump-protest-organizing-for-america-241353
https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/20/climate/biden-climate-corps-youth.html
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Albert_Einstein
https://dictionary.cambridge.org/us/dictionary/english/let-the-genie-out-of-the-bottle
https://www.newsnationnow.com/us-news/immigration/migrants-from-more-than-160-countries-encountered-at-border/
https://www.npr.org/2023/10/12/1204881032/hamas-israel-attack-palestinians
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Blitzkrieg
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/16/opinions/israel-hamas-gaza-palestinians-oppose-terror-mohammed/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/16/opinions/israel-hamas-gaza-palestinians-oppose-terror-mohammed/index.html
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as freedom fighters involved in anti-colonial resistance, I have been struck by the 
DEVASTATING WEIGHT OF THIS LIE. It is an insult to Palestinians to refer to these 
terrorists as our freedom fighters. At the hands of Hamas, the Jewish people have endured 
horrors not seen since the Holocaust. And, like the Nazis, Hamas does not view Jewish people 
as human beings. According to its 1988 covenant, every Jew must be eradicated from this 
earth. Its goal is not the genocide of Jewish people in Israel; its goal is the genocide of all 
Jewish people on this planet, period…” 

SITREP: ISRAEL AND HAMAS  
 
They are NOT like us! According to Wikipedia, ”the UN Security Council treats Palestine as a NON-
sovereign entity, preventing its admission to the UN General Assembly as a full member state”. 
The de facto governing body in Gaza is the Palestine Authority which is ruled by Hamas, a Sunni 
Islamist terrorist organization. Their charter calls for the obliteration or dissolution of Israel. Hamas is a 
branch of the Muslim Brotherhood. "Hamas has only one agenda, to destroy Israel and to murder 
Jews," said Secretary of State Antony Blinken. True to form, on Saturday, October 7, 2023, Hamas, 
without warning, attacked the sovereign country of Israel, in a sneak-attack, cowardly targeting mostly, 
unarmed innocent non-combatants. Thus far, killed more than one thousand Israelis and injured more 

than three thousand. These antisemite, medieval, and barbaric savages murdered by various 

means, beheading, including children and infants, burned alive, raped (broken pelvises) and 

hands-tied head-shot assassinations. Appropriate defensive repercussions from Israel will be 

ongoing. Sadly, these pure evil terrorists are known to operate from bases inside or under non-

combatant locations, (Schools, Hospitals Etc.), and uses innocent Palestinian “hostages” as shields. In 

spite of Israels order warning locations ahead of time, (dropping leaflets Etc.), it will be inevitable that 

innocent Palestinians will be harmed by HAMAS’S ACTIONS. Hamas told people to ignore the order 
and set up roadblocks in order to prevent the mass evacuation of approximately half of the Gaza 
Strip, prevented them from fleeing. Any resulting Palestinian deaths and injury was squarely on 

the shoulders of the crisis causer Hamas.  Both Lebanon and Syria attacked Israel with limited 
shelling and rockets during this time…  
 
… How this sneak attack could have occurred without warning appears to be similar to America’s 9-11 
attack where one of the 9-11 commissions conclusions was “The most important failure was one of 
imagination”. Underestimating the enemy’s secretiveness, planning, training and methods… “… A 
careful campaign of deception ensured Israel was caught off guard when the Palestinian Islamist group 
Hamas launched its devastating attack, enabling a force using bulldozers, explosives, hang gliders and 
motorbikes… “… Former US officials say there is little question the massive stockpile of weapons used 
in Saturday's attack was acquired and assembled with help from Iran…” “Palestinian resistance is the 
best way to overthrow Israel, Iran's Supreme National Security Council Secretary Ali Akbar 
Ahmadian told Hamas leader Ismail Haniyeh…” Tens of thousands protest across Mideast after Hamas 
called for ‘Day of Rage’. A commonality of pro Palestine supporters is unfair barefaced HATRED, 
antisemitism and or fundamentalist Islamists.   The innocent Palestinian populace deserve our 
empathy, however,  not their savage terrorist Hamas government, nor anyone that supports Hamas.   
 
REALIZE THIS! 
 
From GlennBeck.com 101723 by Glenn Beck 13-M Video. If we don't realize this, it will be the 'end of 
the western world'. “A new study shows that Americans are prioritizing saving for retirement less and 
less as the price of food, gas, and housing skyrockets. This is still just the beginning, Glenn warns, 
as the world continues to spiral into chaos. We've seen this before, about 100 years ago. Back then, 
evil put on a Hugo Boss-designed uniform. Now, evil is rising in the Middle East. Because of this, 

https://www.adl.org/resources/blog/fringe-left-groups-express-support-hamass-invasion-and-brutal-attacks-israel
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/09/middleeast/israel-hamas-music-festival-aftermath-intl-hnk/index.html
https://avalon.law.yale.edu/20th_century/hamas.asp
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palestinian_territories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palestinian_territories
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Palestinian_National_Authority
https://www.dni.gov/nctc/groups/hamas.html
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.cfr.org/backgrounder/egypts-muslim-brotherhood
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
https://www.ndtv.com/opinion/daily-despatch-hamas-trying-to-prevent-palestinian-civilians-in-gaza-from-fleeing-4481577
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https://www.reuters.com/world/middle-east/how-israel-was-duped-hamas-planned-devastating-assault-2023-10-08/
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/10/politics/us-intelligence-search-evidence-iran-direct-role-hamas-attack-israel/index.html
https://www.cnn.com/2023/10/10/politics/us-intelligence-search-evidence-iran-direct-role-hamas-attack-israel/index.html
https://www.jpost.com/middle-east/article-747054
https://www.jpost.com/breaking-news/article-743813
https://www.jpost.com/breaking-news/article-743813
https://www.timesofisrael.com/tens-of-thousands-protest-across-mideast-after-hamas-calls-for-day-of-rage/
https://www.timesofisrael.com/tens-of-thousands-protest-across-mideast-after-hamas-calls-for-day-of-rage/
https://www.holocaustremembrance.com/resources/working-definitions-charters/working-definition-antisemitism
https://www.britannica.com/topic/Islamic-fundamentalism
https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/if-we-dont-realize-this-it-will-be-end-of-western-world
https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/if-we-dont-realize-this-it-will-be-end-of-western-world
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Glenn puts it simply: "WANT MORE PEACE? HAVE LESS HAMAS." We must start calling evil what 
it is before America becomes like Europe with a disturbing amount of support for the evils of 
Hamas. If we don't, Glenn warns, "this is the beginning of the end of the western world." 
 

“When peace comes, we will perhaps in time be able to forgive the Arabs for killing our sons, 
but it will be harder for us to forgive them for having forced us to kill their sons. Peace will 

come when the Arabs will love their children more than they hate us”. Golda Meir 
HAMAS ATROCITIES 

TEL AVIV, Israel -- From A BC.com 101623 Reporter's Notebook By Matt Gutman. The horror as Israeli 
authorities show footage of Hamas atrocities. Selections: “…"You won't see rape, there's no rape in 
this video... We won't show you beheaded babies," a senior Israeli officer said to a small group of 
journalists, saying such images existed but would not be shown. The journalists were the first to 
watch a screening of an hour-long reel cobbled together from Hamas helmet cam, mobile phone 
video, surveillance video, dashboard camera video and victims' livestreams. It was part of the 
Israeli military's effort to document and call attention to the Oct. 7 atrocities, when the militant group 
Hamas launched an unprecedented attack on Israel from air, land and sea… Journalists were not 
allowed to record or use the video presented, and our phones were deposited outside the room… 
The video started slowly. Hamas fighters are seen on the back of a pickup, with RPGs spiking out in 
every direction. You can sense their excitement. The video shows several groups cut through the 
fence and wave a pickup truck through. Then it shows three separate angles of motorists in Israel 
being flagged down, then gunned down -- the AK-47s puffing smoke -- on the road outside the Kfar 
Aza and Be'eri kibbutzim. Bodies are yanked out of cars…  

… They poke into one house and you can hear someone's alarm going off. It's 8 am… At a playground, 
he wonders in Arabic, "Where are the kids?" The duo set fire to one house, shoot an encroaching 
dog, and shoot another old man through a darkened screen. They are parsimonious with their 
ammunition, and chillingly unhurried as they pick through the tidy vegetable gardens and open the 
latches of wooden fences… MORE: Scene of a 'massacre': Inside Israeli kibbutz decimated by 
Hamas fighters Then the video gets grisly. Other militants are busy mashing a dying man's face with 
their boots. Another pair screams "Allahu akbar" as they use a garden hoe to try to decapitate 
another man… In one, a terrorist is standing on an Israeli man's chest and shoots him point-
blank in the face. Then, the scenes of bloodied bedrooms start to blur. The rooms and the gore are 
the same -- it's how the bodies are arrayed in death that's different. There are so many children. 
Some are jam-packed together in a slippery mass of human flesh. Huge blood stains streak the 
tiles. So many of the bodies are burnt. It was unclear if this was because they were set fire to or if it 
was from the grenade blasts. Other videos show Israeli first responders trying to put out the still-
smoldering skeletal remains of victims -- with water bottles, as if watering a parched plant…  

… An IDF Soldier covers his nose while walking past Hamas militants and Israeli civilians who were 
killed days earlier in an attack by Hamas militants on this kibbutz near the border with Gaza... In another 
video, a grenade was apparently tossed into one of the bomb shelters that line the roads in southern 
Israel. It was filled with partygoers who'd left the Supernova music festival. The camera shows a flash 
of limbs, some dismembered, some still attached to writhing, screaming bodies. A selfie camera 
shows a young man weeping, while someone croaks hoarsely in the background, "help, help." Hamas 
then drags survivors out, some by their hair, to trucks, and then batters them some more in the backs 
of the pickups on the way to Gaza. Forensic images show bodies burned in cars, on beds, on the 
streets and in the fields in various states of incineration. One video shows the sheer number of 
Hamas attackers at the Supernova festival. There's no way they hadn't planned to raid the party. 
Those were some of the most professional and well-equipped fighters we saw in the video. Some of 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Golda_Meir
https://abcnews.go.com/author/matt_gutman
https://abcnews.go.com/International/horror-israeli-authorities-show-footage-hamas-atrocities-reporters-notebook/story?id=104015431
https://abcnews.go.com/International/horror-israeli-authorities-show-footage-hamas-atrocities-reporters-notebook/story?id=104015431
https://abcnews.go.com/International/hamas-militant-group-surprise-attack-israel-ruled-gaza/story?id=103818777
https://abcnews.go.com/International/hamas-militant-group-surprise-attack-israel-ruled-gaza/story?id=103818777
https://abcnews.go.com/International/timeline-surprise-rocket-attack-hamas-israel/story?id=103816006
https://abcnews.go.com/International/massacre-inside-israeli-kibbutz-decimated-hamas/story?id=103865161
https://abcnews.go.com/International/massacre-inside-israeli-kibbutz-decimated-hamas/story?id=103865161
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them are wearing police uniforms, others are in military uniforms. There's a video from inside 
Israel's main base bordering Gaza. Hamas attacks progressed inside the base. They shoot up an office. 
Soldiers squirm and try to fight; they're shot, too. The attackers grab two M4s. Outside, soldiers 
are decapitated. Otherwise, the bodies seem untouched. The heads were not in the images… men 
armed with Israeli weapons, in Israeli uniforms fighting in the street could indeed wreak havoc”. 

TRAITOR HAMAS APOLOGISTS  

Especially in America, but also abroad, it is hard to understand protests supporting the uncivilized, 
inhumane, savage Hamas sneak attack on Israel. This is a worrisome situation for America and our 
world. That this support for a terrorist organization occurs on campuses of higher learning is 
shameful, indicative of poisonous propaganda fed to students by traitorous unpatriotic, Un-
American and activist professors.  

MORAL IMBECILES: HAMAS APOLOGISTS  

From WashingtonPost.com 101323 opinion by Ramesh Ponnuru.  Hamas apologists are moral 

imbeciles, but they’re also a fringe. Selections: “… For most of us, it has taken no heavy intellectual 
effort to muster a morally healthy response to the monstrous attacks that Hamas carried out in Israel. 
We instinctively feel revulsion and want safety for the innocent and justice for the perpetrators and their 
accomplices. In certain corners of the left, though, ideology has suppressed these normal 
sentiments. “It is not hyperbole to say that many left-wing supporters of Palestine celebrated 
Hamas’s atrocities,”…  These are the people who describe slaughter as “resistance” or 
“decolonization.” They are the academics and campus organizations who put most or all of the blame 
on Israel, the activists who call for condemnations of “the occupier not the occupied,”… Others have 
avoided such rancid commentary but also fallen short of what honesty demands… They might not have 
harshly anti-Israel views themselves, but they know that those views have a constituency inside the 
academy… it’s a simplistic worldview that insists that the first and last question to ask about any political 
controversy is who are the oppressors and who are the oppressed, and treats the latter as practically 
incapable of doing wrong. This ends up dehumanizing everyone, implying as it does that 
Palestinians have no choice but to kidnap and murder children. The rest of us are justified in 
judging, scorning and ridiculing anyone who makes excuses for Hamas…  

… Let’s not forget the Palestinian Authority’s role in this catastrophe. At the same time, we should 
not exaggerate the number or sway of Hamas apologists… Conservatives, meanwhile, have been 
largely supportive of Israel… The news media and, even more, social media amplify the voices of 
noxious outliers. And it is easier to condemn those voices than to identify how to destroy Hamas 
and safeguard Israel, so condemnation is more prevalent than strategic analysis… We should 
be willing to criticize Israel if its actions place too little value on Gazans’ lives — even as we distinguish 
between its actions and the intentional killings committed by Hamas. People who cannot bring 
themselves to state the most obvious truth about what is happening in the Middle East, however, 
deserve no place in our public debates. Marginalizing them is possible because they are, indeed, 
a fringe”.  

IT’S ABOUT KILLING JEWS  
 
Any objective overview of the Hamas motive for their sneak attack into Israel reveals only the genocide 
of Jews and taking of hostages, (as bargaining chips for video beheading). “Genocide is as genocide 
does”. This is NOT new news, as it is in the Hamas charter, their public declarations and most 
important, their Islamist tracking history. Rarely is there any peace between Israel and neighboring 

https://www.adl.org/resources/blog/support-hamas-terror-anti-israel-rallies-across-us
https://www.washingtonpost.com/people/ramesh-ponnuru/?itid=ai_top_PonnuruR
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/10/13/hamas-apologists-fringe-ignore-marginalize/?
https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/10/13/hamas-apologists-fringe-ignore-marginalize/?
https://www.thefp.com/p/this-is-what-decolonization-looks
https://www.thefp.com/p/this-is-what-decolonization-looks
https://twitter.com/NihadAwad/status/1710731211641913612
http://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/2023/10/24/palestinian-authority-share-blame-hamas-israel/?itid=mc_magnet-opmiddleeast_inline_collection_1
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Islamic countries…  (“Wherever he went in the Arab world, the Grand Mufti of Jerusalem, Haj Amin al-
Husseini, stirred up trouble against the local Jews. He was the driving force behind the pro-Nazi coup 
in Iraq leading to the Farhud massacre of hundreds of Jews in June 1941—…  Escaping to Berlin when 
he was Hitler’s lavishly funded wartime guest…”). See The REAL Reason Hamas Attacked Israel: 
Glenn Beck, Ben Shapiro, Dave Rubin REACT from  Glenn TV | Ep 310 101223. 48-M Video and 
Transcript. Selection: “… Every once in a while, evil manifests itself in physical form, and that is what 
we saw this weekend in Israel in Hamas’ depraved attack. The surprise attack killed over 1,000 
people and injured more than 4,000, and the count of dead and wounded is rising every day. 
Israel Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu told the world in Hebrew: "What we will do to our enemies 
in the next few days will echo for generations.” As of this taping, it’s reported that Israel is preparing an 
imminent ground invasion in the Gaza region. Glenn warns this episode is going to be hard. He shows 
evil incarnate in videos and images and tells the stories for the dead, because the time of 
choosing is now…  
… We cannot hide from this evil. Glenn dives into the difficult questions: How involved was Iran? 
What was the Biden administration’s role in enabling the massacre? How did the CIA and Mossad fail 
to intercept the planned attack? How should the U.S. respond? The Daily Wire’s Ben Shapiro joins to 
explain why we need to watch the horror and says the actions of Hamas are "beneath animals." 
Shapiro praises Biden’s decision to move U.S. aircraft carriers to the eastern Mediterranean and says 
he doesn’t believe we’re headed into World War III, IF the West continues to do the right things to 
push back on Hamas and Hezbollah. BlazeTV host Dave Rubin joins to debunk the lies from the 
Left about Israel’s right to exist and defend her ancient homeland and calls the surprise attack “the 
second attempted Holocaust. Period.” Glenn adds THAT is the REAL reason for Hamas’ invasion: 
“THIS IS NOT ABOUT TERRITORY. THIS IS ABOUT KILLING ALL THE JEWS”. 

BIDEN IS WRONG AGAIN? 
 

As Robert Gates, former defense secretary in the Obama administration, once put it, Biden has “been 
wrong on nearly every major foreign policy and national security issue over the past four decades.”… 
Speaking to a fellow Democrat about Joe Biden being the party’s nominee in 2020, Obama famously 
warned, “Don’t underestimate Joe’s ability to f–k things up.” There is no legitimate claim the former 
president was wrong about his vice president. The evidence that he was on target is everywhere, from 
the border to the economy to the crime explosion on Biden’s watch”… Now, his administration appears 
to have factually and wrongly taken the side of hate filled Islamists. Whose side is he on? Is it 
happenstance, coincidence, or enemy action? You decide: “White House slammed for ‘tone deaf’ 
unveiling of anti-Islamophobia strategy as antisemitism surges. The Biden administration faced backlash 
Wednesday after announcing that it would develop “the first ever US National Strategy to Counter 
Islamophobia” in the US amid rising levels of antisemitism… “According to the [FBI] director, JEWS MAKE 
UP 2.4% OF THE US POPULATION BUT ARE THE TARGETS OF 60% OF HATE CRIMES… This is 
why it is apparently important to fight Islamophobia according to the White House” (??) See 13-M Video 
and transcript: White House shows TRUE COLORS with announcement on ... ISLAMOPHOBIA?! 
Harvard students surrounded and intimidated a Jewish student during a recent protest, anti-Semitic 
threats are on the rise in America, and Hamas is being very honest about how it wants "the annihilation 
of Israel." So, what did the Biden administration do? Of course, it set up the first "National Strategy to 
Counter Islamophobia." Glenn believes "this is revealing...who the White House really is."    

https://www.jns.org/the-nazi-roots-of-arab-anti-semitism-must-not-be-denied/
https://www.jns.org/the-farhud-pogrom-from-iraq-to-israel/
https://www.glennbeck.com/glenn-tv/the-real-reason-hamas-attacked-israel-shapiro-rubin
https://www.washingtontimes.com/news/2021/aug/16/biden-has-been-wrong-on-every-major-foreign-policy/
https://nypost.com/2023/07/11/biden-skips-nato-leader-dinner-as-staff-cites-busy-week/
https://nypost.com/2020/08/15/barack-obama-reportedly-undercuts-bidens-2020-white-house-run/
https://nypost.com/2020/08/15/barack-obama-reportedly-undercuts-bidens-2020-white-house-run/
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https://nypost.com/2023/11/02/news/white-house-slammed-for-unveiling-anti-islamophobia-strategy-as-antisemitism-surges/
https://www.glennbeck.com/radio/white-house-shows-true-colors-with-announcement-on-islamophobia
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VP HARRIS BEATING MARXIST EQUITY DRUM         

It is KEY that we understand that the term ‘Equity’ has about zero connection to the word “EQUAL”.  
From RealClearEducation.com 021023 by Wai Wah Chin The Equity Delusion and Its Marxist Roots. 
Selections: “… The ensuing investigation launched by Virginia Attorney General Jason Miyares now 
covers 17 high schools in 3 counties. Parents Defending Education also revealed that TJ omitted the 
prized “honors” designation from the college application transcripts of 2,000 of its top students. Why 
did these schools engage in such subterfuge against their highest-achieving students? In a word, 

“equity.”… diversity cannot be implemented without invoking “representation” – the prejudicial 

flattening of individuals into mere “representatives” of their races – which is inherently racist, 
collectivist, dehumanizing, and socially corrosive. From Heather MacDonald calling diversity out as 
a delusion to Christopher Rufo unmasking “diversity training” as a scam, … Such equity is 
gratuitous, and grabs credit fraudulently. Equity invoked as part of DEI is every bit as racist and 
prejudicial as diversity and inclusion and is just as weaponized for collectivist reward and punishment. 
For example, equity is invoked to justify explicit racial allocations in medical school admissions, doctor 
hires, and distribution of medical treatment. Letting race override competence or science literally 
risks lives… Besides the injustice from racism, the unfolding equity initiatives already damaged 
educational excellence. Equity has many variants, but essentially, equity aims for equality 
of outcomes, ruling in favor of groups based on overlapping, or “intersectional” oppressions – in 
diametric opposition to our treasured principle of equality, which aims for equality 
of rights for individuals…  

… This just rehashes communism’s slogan, “from each according to his abilities, to each according 
to his needs,” which dates back to before Karl Marx. Equity, in this context, demands that 
we confiscate and redistribute, all while employing discrimination to achieve its ends. In pushing for 
equal outcomes, equity is deeply delusional. The first delusion is that 100% can be the top 1%. The 
object of contention – whether it’s getting into Harvard, the Chicago Symphony, the Mayo Clinic, or the 
NBA – is limited in availability. Excellence is, by definition, scarce… The best processes for granting 
these scarce spots evolved to select for PERFORMANCE…  Equity, though, wants to be performance-
blind. That’s delusional. The realities of scarcity and performance compel equity to deliver the lowest 
common denominator; that’s the only way to deliver equal outcomes. It is no accident that standards 
are lowered when equity trumps merit. Once again, equity’s happy promise is a delusion; equity 
makes us worse off. Equity, being a failed delusion, doesn’t deliver the desired outcome, and 
to reach equity’s promises, equity steals openly. This is not surprising. Marx understood early that 
Communist Liberation requires dismantling property rights – i.e., state-sponsored confiscation. But for 
equity, it’s also confiscation of achievements, contributions, and individual rights... Equity 
deludes when it postures that 100% can be the top 1%, when it pretends that performance doesn’t 
matter, when it promises happy outcomes for all, and when it’s just communist theft and 
confiscation by another name. As part of DEI, equity is also racist. It is time to dispel equity, the last 
triumvir of the DEI delusion...”. Equity is 'steppingstone' on the way to socialism, also see AMAC.us 
052021 by Robert B. Charles: Equity Is Dangerous  Marxism Is Not American.                                       
                               
CRIMINAL ARRESTS 
 
Ohio, Cleveland, A follow-up on targeted violent criminal enforcement by cooperative LE agencies has 
apparently been successful. As usual, sex and race of criminals and victims is not specified, 

(blame is on ”Young people” BOLO young people?)), so the public is left to make their own 
conclusions from any video coverage where they view perpetrators for themselves. From 
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Cleveland.com 091123 by Olivia Mitchell, cleveland.com Governor DeWine set to return to Cleveland 

to discuss violence as crackdowns begin to pay dividends. Selections: “…  Authorities say the 

crackdown on crime in Cleveland is beginning to pay dividends. DeWine said: “What we’re finding is a 

couple of things, as I talk to police officers and mayors across the state. One of the things we’re seeing 
is the number of younger and younger people who are committing violent crimes. Those numbers are 
just going up. As the age goes down, the numbers go up. That certainly is a societal problem that 
we have to tackle”. 
 
 
MILITARY READYNESS? 
 

From ACT for America, 091223 Selections: “…Index of Military Strength into the ground! Brown has 
served as the Air Force chief of staff since 2020.  2023 Index of Military Strength notes that under his 

tenure, the Air Forces military strength has descended from ‘marginal’ in 2021, to ‘weak’ in 2022, and 

to the lowest mark of ‘very weak’ in 2023. Brown has demonstrated what it means to be a failed 
military leader who should be demoted, not promoted! His woke policies have had a devasting effect 

on the military’s traditional standard of merit, including combat readiness, combat performance, unit 

cohesion, confidence in leadership, and morale. The direct effect Brown’s woke policies have had can 

be plainly measured by his failure to fill recruitment quotas, to recruit and enlist officers of the ‘wrong’ 
skin color, to retain our best warriors, or to operate on a budget. We cannot allow our military leadership 
to engage in race discrimination and race preference. We need a leader that unites and restores our 

traditional standard of merit, restoring morale and faith in the institution”! 
 

“We suggest, you decide”  

Ron Borsch PACT Consultant Group manager and lead consultant Bedford Ohio                                                                                                                           
Founder and 1998-2015 Manager and lead trainer SEALE Regional Police Training Academy, 
served officers from ten states. 
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